March 30 Post-its Inclusive Lottery (Grades K & 6) [March 30 Post-its]
OPT IN

Parents should select in advances if
they want to be considered for an
option school

OPT OUT

Other

More families this way opt out

Immersion and Montessori ES
students should have guaranteed
access to these at secondary level
and note need to participate in 6th
grade lottery

Simplifying the transfer policy will
make it easier for families to
determine which school they should
lottery for (if any) automatic lottery
take seats away from families who
really want that school
No one will opt out

Please consider that families who did
not actively choose to apply may not
be truly committed to the option
program

Takes seats away from
Opt put = everyone has same chance those wanting choices

What problem are you trying to
solve? Keep process the same i.e.,
you apply. Ensure that everyone is
informed of the options then allow
each parent the choice of it and
where to apply.

I think it makes much more
complicated to everybody

Conceptually a great
idea. Good
economic/psychology
literature on this nudge
effect. Practically, I have
questions about how it
would work. Is ed
student entered into a
lottery for each option?
Just one options? Which
one?

Adding confusion to parents who
weren't interested in options will
cause frustration
Keep the opt-in approach but
improve outreach and information
for parents (in multiple languages)

We shouldn't be putting
families who aren't
interested in particular
programs into an
automatic lottery. Too
much confusion and too
many declines or people
entering programs who
aren't truly
committed/informed/pas
sionate about it
Automatic lottery seems
unnecessarily burden
some, and could cause
confusion

People less interested
will supplant those who
Opt in
more interest or need
Administrative
Families should choose and commit nightmare. Increased
to specialized options
costs?
I think automatically
enrolling students
without a parent
Increase parental
understanding what it
communication/education about
means is off. There
lottery process. Make lottery easier should be an opt in/opt
but don't automatically lottery
put box on the
everyone
registration form.
If you are interested in a
program you have to do
your homework and
Opt in
apply
Is there a way to increase
outreach programs
w/out every student
Should not automatically enter every being entered in every
student into lottery for all schools
lottery?

Option attendance should be a
conscious choice for parents

How does this help
children new to APS after
K, 6 or 9 grade. They are
at a disadvantage.

Application should include boxes to
all kinder school options so parents
can choose which lotteries they
would be interested in. This make
clear what are all the options.

Opt out. How many
children would this help?

How would opt-out
work? Will children get
into one program and get
to say yes or no? Would
It's not really a choice if you can't
children get a number
choose other choice schools. Educate and based on the number
families more but don't automatically get to choose school - up
enroll all families, in a lottery for all to put schools are at
schools
capacity
Explaining the process to
the disengaged parents
i.e., students arriving at
immersion w/o the
Pro: APS could spend fewer
desire from the family or
resources trying to communicate
the student to attend
options, to hand to reach populations that school
Confusing; slow process when
waiting to see if someone declines to
get a spot you really want - very
discouraging
Take away "super lottery" - this is a
time waste. Allow for checkboxes on
initial kinder application where
parents can check programs they
want to opt to lottery into
Option programs are significantly
dependent on strong family buy-in.
This is best demonstrated by
proactive steps taken to apply. Opt In
Not clear how this would work.
Would kids get into a couple option
schools or just one? They might not
even be interested in
Opt out/in lottery: on K or 6
application have section to opt into
lotteries they were interested in

